Identification of tissue- and cancer-selective promoters for the introduction of genes into human ovarian cancer cells.
One potential limitation of gene therapy for epithelial tumors is the lack of tissue or tumor specificity of treatment. Tumor-selective expression of gene therapies may avoid deleterious side effects and improve the efficacy of the treatment. The aim of this study was to evaluate the tissue and tumor specificity of four different potential gene therapy promoters, to determine their usefulness in tissue-specific gene therapy of epithelial ovarian carcinomas. Three potential epithelial cell-selective (hESE1, SLP1, OSP1) and one potential tumor-selective (hTERT) promoter were placed upstream of a luciferase construct to determine relative activity in a wide variety of normal and malignant cell lines. Transient transfection and luciferase assays were carried out in 12 epithelial ovarian (3 SV40 T antigen-transfected normal and 9 malignant) and 8 control cell lines. Luciferase assays revealed that the hTERT promoter presented the highest tumor selectivity. hESE1 and SLP1 promoters showed strong epithelial cell selectivity (hESE1, 16/17; SLP1, 15/17), with the OSP1 (11/17) promoter exhibiting lower epithelial selectivity. Of the potential promoters for gene therapy, hTERT promoter exhibited the strongest transcriptional activity in most of the tumor cell lines. None of the promoters exhibited strict ovarian epithelium selectivity. The hTERT promoter may be an optimal promoter for a univector gene therapy approach based on its high tumor selectivity. Utilization of multiple epithelial cell-specific promoters may result in a more tissue-selective gene therapy approach. Using a combination of promoters may prevent potential problems due to expression in nonepithelial stem cells that may constitutively express hTERT.